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ON LANDSBERG SPACES OF DIMENSION TWO 
WITH A DECOMPOSITION OF CUBIC METRIC

Il-Yong Lee

1. Introduction

The (ojj/?)-metric is a Finsler metric which is constructed from a 
Riemannian metric a and a differential 1-form 0

If the covariant derivative 诉 of the C-torsion tensor in the Car
tan connection satisfies Chij\kyk — 0, then we define a Finsler space 
as a Landsberg space. In the two-dimensional case, a general Finsler 
space is a Landsberg space, if and only if its main scalar I(x,y) satisfies 
i\%yz = o.

A Berwald space is characterized by C^k — 0. Berwald spaces are 
specially interesting and important, because the connection is linear, 
and many examples of Berwald spaces have been known to exist.

The purpose of this paper is to find two-dimensional Landsberg 
spaces with a decomposition of cubic metric. First we are trying to 
investigate the condition for the Finsler space with its metric to be a 
Berwald space. Next we determine the difference vector and the main 
scalar with the above metric. Finally we derive the conditions that a 
two-dimensional Finsler space with the above metric be a Landsberg 
space and show that a two-dimensional Finsler space with the its metric 
which is a Landsberg space is a Berwald space. Here the difference 
vector and the main scalar play the principal role in the present paper.
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2. Preliminaries
Let Fn = (Mn, L(x, g)) be an n-dimensional Finsler space with a 

fundamental metric function L(x^y). The metric is called an (a,/?)- 
metric if L is a (1) p-homogeneous function L(a, 0) [7] of a and /3, where 
a =、/。萱顷丫寸寸 is a Riemannian metric in the underlying manifold 
Mn and /3 = bz(x)yl is a differential 1-form in Mn. In 나le following 
the Riemannian metric a is not supposed to be posztzve-definite and 
we shall restrict our discussions to a domain of (x5t/), where [3 does 
not vanish. The covariant differentiation in the Levi-Civita connection 

of 7?n is denoted by the semi-colon. Let us list the symbols 
here for the late use as follows:

胪=azrbr, b2 = arsbrbs,
2?* = 2szj — by — b?s

厂；=(門f 另=。腿J)質，=稣質;，Si =
The following Lemma has been shown as follows:

Lemma 2.1 [2, 5]. Ifm2 = 0 (mod. /3), that is, at3(x)ylyJ contains 
bz(x)yz as factor, then the dimension n is equal to two and 62 vanishes. 
In this case we have 6 =(爲(w)犷 satisfying a2 = 08 and dzbz = 2.

Lemma 2.2 [5]. We consider the two-dimensional case.
(1) If b2 丰 0, then there exist a sign e = ±1 and 6 = dz(x)yz and 

such that o?=伊时 + e82 and d的=0.
(2) If b2 = 0, then there exists 6 = dz(x)yz such that a2 = (36 and 

dzbl = 2.

If there are two functions /(a:), g{x] satisfying /a2 + g俨—0, 
then f = g = 0 is obvious, because / 0 implies a contradiction
eV = (-伊.

Lemma 2.3 [5]. We consider the two-dimensional case.
(1) If there exist two functions /(x), g{x) satisfying f/32 + g中=0, 

then /、= g = 0, o" = g, V = 0.
(2) If there exist two Informs X,卩，satisfying Xo? + fi伊=0, then
(1°)砂=0 :人=R = 0, (2°) b2 = 0 : X = m = 一/a

where f = f (而 and 6 is the one in (2) of Lemma 2.2.
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3. The condition to be the Berwald space
From now on, in the present paper, we deal with the special (a, /3)~ 

metric L satisfying L3(o：,/3) = a2/?. This metric is called a decomposi
tion of cubic metric.

Let Fn = (Mn,L(a,/3)) be an n-dimensional Finsler space with an 
(a, "metric given. by

(3.1) L3(a,/3) = a2^.

Then we obtain
(3 2) = 2이3、3”扉 = °2, 泌堪 =

Since BV is L-metrical, dzL — 札L — 0 is rewritten as follows:

(3.3) LocB^1y3yk = aLp{b3 z 一 B3kzbk)y3,

wh霞eg* — Q血?仁 In the following the raising and lov/ering of indices 
are done by means of the Riemannian Substituting (3.2) in
(3.3) , we obtain

(3.4) a"顷 _ Bg泌-2时収=0.

Now, we assume that the Finsler space Fn with an (a,/3)-metric given 
by (3.1) is a Berwald space, that is, is a function of the position 
alone. Then the left-hand side of the above equation is a polynomial of 
three order in (护)and shows the existence of function satisfying

B3kly3yk = 、 (S,z - B占bkW = 2p』3.

The former is written as 旦"如자订c + = 卽眺如 which implies

(3.5) 马气=0搭f+’M。一护

Therefo호e the latter gives

(3 6) = 3pJ)3 + pjbz 一 pg冒，

where = p此
Conversely, if there exists the vector pt(x) satisfying (3.6), we have 

L|i = 0 with respect to G3zk = 的七 + B；幻 where B3zk is given by
(3.5) . Hence, by the well-known Hashiguchi-Ichijyd^ Theorem [2], the 
Finsler space is a Berwald space.

Thus we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. Let Fn be the Finsler space with an -metric 
given by (3.1). Then Fn is a Benuald space if and only if there exists 
the covanant vector pt(x) satisfying (3.6).

4. The difference vector

The Berwald connection BY = {(务％ G；,0} of plays one of the 
leading roles in the present paper. Denote by B^k the difference tensor 
[8] of Gjzk from %七 as follows:

GJ 左(£：g)=的上(a；) + y).

With the subscript 0, transvection by 矶 we obtain

G； = 7o^ + B\, 2G1 = 7olo + 2B\

where B； = d3Bz and B/k =如 B：.
It is noted that the Cartan connection also has the nonlinear con

nection {G；} common to BY. Bz(x^y) is called the difference vector 
in the present paper.

By M. Matsumoto [8] 나le difference vector in 2G* = 为匕)+

2BZ is given, by

(4.1) Bl = Ee1 + (逐”")拓-"好負、C + arOo/2^)c\

where quantities C and E are determined by

(4.2) C = PLa]sQ — (oi262 —/32)(aiI/o:a//?2La)(C + aroo/2/3),

(4.3) Lptqq = 2LE/a — 2(3LpC/a,

where cz = et ~ (이。')* ez = yz/a, E — B%i and C = B"% Substi
tuting (3.2) in (4.2), we have

(4.4) «72 3a3
c =顽m。-虱刘,
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where we put Q = 3/32 一 y2.
Substituting (3.1) and (3.2) in (4.3), we get
心) E =礬。。-晟

Substituting (3.2), (4.4) and (4.5) in (4.1), we have
(4.6) 8 =京"一 f(2护-十)+ 京.

Thus we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let Fn be the Finsler space with an /3)-metric 

given by (3.1). Then the difference vector y) in 2Gl = 7oio + 2B霍 
is given by (4.6).

5. The main scalar
We are to treat the mam scalar I of a two-dimensionalTinsler space 

with an (a用)-metric By 난xe paper [6] 나le main scalar Z of a two- 
dimensional Finsler space with an (a,/?)-metric is given by

(5.1)

where

(5-2)

/ =宀2㈤2

_ 4a4 (7)3，

t=G) (孩+ 5气 以=읆

_ Log _ Lc弟 _ L。。

伊 a{3 a2 ,

Substitutuing (3.1) and (3.2) in (5.2) and using 9/3L2w = —2, we have
90(5.3) T=当

Differentiating (5.3) with respect to /?, we get
(5 4) T 4(9/32+了2)

(5-4) 皿=一布砖一
Substitutuing (3.1), (5.3) and (5.4) in (5.1), we obtain
(脂 宀*w.

Therefore we get the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.1. The main scalar I of a two-dimensional Finsler 
space with (3.1) zs given by (5.5).

6. Finsler spaces with (3.1) which are Landsberg spaces

Before dealing with Finsler spaces with (3.1) which are Landsberg 
spaces, we investigate to play 사le leading roles in this section.

Since BT is L-metrical, L(a」8) satisfies

Z” = dzL - (drL)G^ = 0 = 이2 + 如阳

whewe 0102)= (dL/da^ dL/d/3)^ and so

(6.1) S = 一車으%

It is observed that 0“ = bs^ys = (6Sil — brBsrt)ys, which implies

(6・2) = rOo - 2brBr.

For the scalar b2 we have b^y1 = (dzb2)yl = b^y1 = 2br(rn + srz)y\ 
which shows

(&3) 監矿=2(r0 + s0).

Next the quadratic form

72 = b2a2 - 俨=(b2aZ3 -歸“)矿俨，

plays a 호ole in the following. From 나le equations above it is easy to 
show

(6.4) 相广 = 2(r0 + so)cF - 2 (쓰死 + 0)(r00 — 2brBr).

We consider a Finsler space Fn = (Mn,L3 = a2/3). By (4.6) the 
difference vector of Fn is given by

(6.5) 28 = *(伽o _ a2s0)(2/-%一伊)+ 号s*
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The main scalar of a two-dimensional Finsler space with (3.1) is given 
by (5.5) as follows:

(6.6) 宀业흐顷.

Before discussing our problem, we have to consider the assumption Q 丰 
0 in the two-dimensional case, because Q appears in the denominators 
in (6.5) and (6.6). Lemma 2.3 shows that Q = 3伊 一does not vanish 
because of 3 尹 —1. Consequently Q 0 is a proper assumption in the 
present section.

Now we deal with the condition that a two-dimensional Finsler space 
with (3.1) be a Landsberg space. It follows from (6.5) that

^oo — 2brBr =螺(伽oo — 2a2so)-

In the two-dimensional case, a general Finsler space is a Landsberg 
space, if and only if its main scalar satisfies I腥矿=0(see [7]). 
Canceling the denominator of (6.6), the covariant differentiation leads 
to

&用=嘉(伏+砂)"+ 了2)«3當-寸用). 

ZS L
Thus, transvection by 必，we have

아沏 = 矗修 + 】)" + /(屮泡 - 泓朝.

乙，L

Consequently the two-dimensional Finsler space with (3.1) is a Lands
berg space, if and only if

(伊 + 72)(9/32 + /)(02忧矿-，寸/枷)=0.

Hence the following three cases should be considered to find the con
dition.

(Case A)匕并 + 了2 = y%?=().

This shows b2 = 0. (6.6) gives si2 — and Lemma 2.2 shows 
乙3 =伊& Since I becomes constant, the space is a Berwald space 
from the well-known Berwald's theorem ([1], [7]). Therefore we have 
the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.1. Let F2 be a Finsler space of dimension two with 
L3 = a2/3. Ifb2 of F2 vanishes, then F2 is a Berwa/d space. Then L is 
written as L3 =俨毎 where 6 is the one in (2) of Lemma 2.2 and the

main scalar I is such that si2 =——.
2

(Case B) 9/32 + 72 = 0:
Lemma 2.3 shows immediately a contradiction because of 9 1. Thus
902+)2 尹 0.

(Case C)，评淑户一中％" = 0:
By means of (6.2), (6.4) and (6.5) this equation is written as follows:

(6.7) 3(20% + (3rQ - 62rOo)/5 一 (r0 - 2s0)72 = 0.

First this gives a condition (ro 一 25o)72 三 0 (mod. 0). Since 62 0
may be si耳)posed in this case, Lemma 2.1 shows 72 0 (mod. (3) and
so there exists a function g(x) satisfying

(6.8) ro — 2so = g8.

Then (6.7) is reduced to

(6s0 + 3r0 + g/3)(3 - (3rOo + 9^2)b2 = 0.

This implies that there exists a 1-fbrm /z = such that

(6-9) 3rOo + 采决=/3/z,

and the above is reduced to

6so + 3ro + g。= b*.

The above equation and (6.8) yield
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Consequently (6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) are obtained from (6.7). Since
(6.9) is written in the form

S + 护雄 = 也 + n냐心 
<5 u

the transvection by Ify3 yields

ro+择=：（斗+験）,

where mb =
Comparing the above with (6.11), we have = 4g. Thus we get 

the condition in the form

roo = ~^mba1 2 + 言伽， so =—三(m/ -斗). 

丄 Z o j.Z

(1) 丁幻=2(0外 +pjbz) -pbc%
(2) Szj = Pjbz — •

Eliminating /z from the above, the condition for 난le space to be a 
Landsberg space is written as follows:

(6」2) 「oo = ——/a2 + 节幀俨 +，하

12 伊

where f(x) = Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 6.2. The condition that a twodimensional Finsler space 
with L3(a,/3) = 4叩 be a Landsberg space is given by (6.12).

Now we shall show the following theorem.

Theorem 6.3. Let F2 be a Finsler space with
L3 = o? ft If F2 with 62 0 is a Landsberg space, then F2 is a
Berwald space.

Proof. The condition (3.6) to be a Berwald space may be written in 
the form
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Now, let F2 ba a Landsberg space, that is, suppose that (6.12) holds.
Thus the system of linear equations

f
6侦1+6七>2=方， -b2pi + 61P2 = 312- 

丄匕

The latter is nothing but (2) of (6.13). Then we get

So =㈣ 一 Pb0, (i> = Pt(x)y\

and (6.12) is now written as

roo = 4伽〉一 pboi2,

which is nothing but (1) of (6.13). Thus the proof is completed.

■ x r> 
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